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GRP Roof Turrets 

We manufacture a large range of GRP finials which are produced as standard in a Lead 

effect grey or Verdigris Copper finish, although we can produce them in virtually any BS 

colour where required, often at no extra cost. 

 

Each of our standard finial designs can be adapted to turn them in to a bespoke solution to 

suit your requirements with the addition of spikes, extra balls and base skirts. 

Why GRP ? 

 

GRP is a light weight but 

strong material which is 

colour impregnated and     

requires no painting.  
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GRP Roof Turrets 
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GRP Clock Towers 

We manufacture a large range of GRP finials which are produced as standard in a Lead 

effect grey or Verdigris Copper finish, although we can produce them in virtually any BS 

colour where required, often at no extra cost. 

 

Each of our standard finial designs can be adapted to turn them in to a bespoke solution to 

suit your requirements with the addition of spikes, extra balls and base skirts. 
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GRP Clock Towers 
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GRP Clock Towers 
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GRP Domes, Roofs and Canopies 
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GRP Domes, Roofs and Canopies 
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GRP Finials 

We manufacture a large range of GRP finials which are produced as standard in a Lead 

effect grey or Verdigris Copper finish, although we can produce them in virtually any BS 

colour where required, often at no extra cost. 

 

Each of our standard finial designs can be adapted to turn them in to a bespoke solution to 

suit your requirements with the addition of spikes, extra balls and base skirts. 
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GRP Finials 
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GRP Mosques 

We manufacture a large range of GRP finials which are produced as standard in a Lead 

effect grey or Verdigris Copper finish, although we can produce them in virtually any BS 

colour where required, often at no extra cost. 

 

Each of our standard finial designs can be adapted to turn them in to a bespoke solution to 

suit your requirements with the addition of spikes, extra balls and base skirts. 

Why GRP ? 

 

GRP is a light weight but 

strong material which is 

colour impregnated and     

requires no painting.  
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GRP Mosques 
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GRP Churches 

We manufacture a large range of GRP finials which are produced as standard in a Lead 

effect grey or Verdigris Copper finish, although we can produce them in virtually any BS 

colour where required, often at no extra cost. 

 

Each of our standard finial designs can be adapted to turn them in to a bespoke solution to 

suit your requirements with the addition of spikes, extra balls and base skirts. 

Why GRP ? 

 

GRP is a light weight but 

strong material which is 

colour impregnated and     

requires no painting.  
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GRP Churches 


